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PROJECT DESIGN

Identify Project: 

● Created a public instagram page 
@autismdemystificaton 
○ Social media platform to reach as many 

people as possible - worldwide 

Target participants*/audience - demographics:

● Parents, family members, young professionals, 
speech therapists

● Public service professionals (social workers, 
law enforcement, doctors, grocery store 
workers)

Objective/Goals:

1. For neurotypical individuals to have basic 
understanding of what it means to be diagnosed with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder. 

a. Rationale: To educate others about autism and 
to promote understanding, acceptance, 
empathy for neurodiverse learners. Also, we  
Attempting to bridge the gap between 
neurotypical and neurodiverse individuals 

2. Can be used in the future as a resource to the 
families we support 

a. Rationale: Provide information for families, 
professionals in public service to have 
knowledge about individuals with differences. 

3. Can double as a presentation if we want to train 
other professionals about Autism / Autism 
demystification

a. Rationale: Teach neurotypical and 
neurodiverse individuals how to engage and 
interact with one another. 



Pre-Survey 
Questionnaire 



Pre-Survey Responses



As a piano teacher who teaches 
autistic students, I find that they strive 
best with routine and structure. They 
are all very different and it takes time 
to find out what they are good at and 
use that to their advantage (some 
have amazing memory, etc). As 
performers, they don't have stage 
fright compared to other students. 
Teaching them requires a lot of 
patience and love but at the end it is 
so worth it.

Not super knowledgeable about the topic. The first thing I think of is that 
someone is special needs however not everyone who has autism is the exact 
same. I've had people on my staff that had autism and we were all kinda given a 
heads up, like getting the rest of the staff onboard to be extra patient and 
understand where he was coming from.



PROJECT DELIVERY & EVALUATION
● Survey professionals in related fields to gather preliminary information 

● Provide information via instagram and share our page with large groups of people 

● Survey professionals in related fields after they’ve had a chance to review our instagram page and find out which 

information was helpful.

Feedback/Evaluation:

○ Most people appreciated the tips on how to interact with Autistic people 

○ We have obtained a good amount of followers. 

○ Some professionals outside out the education field found the page to be informative and simple to read.

○ People enjoyed the graphics

○ Professionals are looking forward to additional tips regarding assisting autistic individuals and mental 

health. 

○ Some participants shared that they have a better understanding of Autism and what it looks like. 

○ Most people reported they learned new information. 

○ Some reported they appreciated the misconceptions information 



Post-Survey Responses



Instagram Posts

● The following slides you will find the different types of resources we provided and shared on our instagram
page. 

● We developed a list that included the foundation of world of Autism to how you can interact with others.

● We followed this format: 
○ What is Autism Demystification? 
○ What is Autism Spectrum Disorder? 
○ Occurrences
○ Age of Diagnosis 
○ Diagnostic Process
○ Neuroscience
○ Things to look for
○ What it looks like?
○ Myths and Facts
○ Things to be aware of: person-first or identity-first, eye-contact, media, mental health and theory 

of mind.
○ Tips



About Autism 



About Autism 



Beliefs





DIAGNOSIS







See the 
next 
slide!



Source: @lifeinautismworld
https://www.instagram.com
/p/COSqAIrMjXu/
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Reflections 

Sam’s Reflection 

Asha’s Reflection 

Alisa’s Reflection

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZgZMyEl_ygQzfXqdCcnlX9G2xbFUnvvOB_u45F2CT0I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m4QNoEESpnaWnRScIXfVAmyE_ddSklLNOn3xhWhjlnE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p-5mmrhyO4RVmLPyfd7mTSNptmxssBcTjR7kZJvrmww/edit
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